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Negative impact on 
productivity and welfare

Resilience is the capacity of an animal to be minimally affected by disturbances or to rapidly return to the state 
pertained before exposure to a environmental challenge (Colditz and Hine, 2016; Berghof et al., 2019) 
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• Small ruminants are commonly exposed to heterogeneous and changeful conditions

• In general, there is little control of environmental factors compared to other livestock species
(production systems are more intensive)

• It is necessary to select animals capable of maintaining their production performance (or modifying it
as less as possible) under this heterogeneous environment

• When an environmental challenge affects the whole population it is a good opportunity to select for
resilience

• But environmental challenges may be recorded or not. Often, they are generally unrecorded and of
unknown source

BACKGROUND

SMARTER WP5 - Detection of unrecorded environmental challenges and genetic determinism of resilience
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• How can we do a good work of selection under these conditions?
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Today

• Measures of stress
• Genotype x Environment interactions
• Norm reaction models to model effect of stresses

• Later today:
• inferring unobserved stresses
• selection for resilience
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Measures of stress

• Can we quantify the 
stress?
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Measures of stress

• Some examples in agriculture
• Drought

• Heat, humidity (THI index)
• Bacterial & virus load 
• Ticks
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Drought

The most common index used to define and monitor drought is the Palmer Drought Severity Index (PDSI), 
which attempts to measure the duration and intensity of long-term, spatially extensive drought, based on 
precipitation, temperature, and available water content data.

https://www.e-
education.psu.edu/earth111/node/900#:~:text=The%20most%20common%20index%20used,and%20available%20water%20
content%20data.
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Drought

https://blog-crop-news.extension.umn.edu/2019/04/soil-moisture-sensors-for-irrigation.html
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Heat, humidity 

USEFULNESS OF WEATHER STATION DATA 2123
Table 4. Coefficient of determination and sums of squares for temper-
ature and humidity and mean square errors (MSE) for Model 1 with
several combinations of humidity and temperature.

SS
(temperature
and

MODEL 1 R2 humidity) MSE

Maximum humidity and temperature 0.328 27,751.79 25.92
Minimum humidity and temperature 0.328 21,203.75 25.97
Average humidity and temperature 0.329 31,357.91 25.89
Minimum humidity and maximum
temperature 0.331 35,704.25 25.84

Maximum humidity and minimum
temperature 0.327 18,274.37 26.00

stant, the lowest humidity occurs when the tempera-
ture is highest.

Figures 3, 4, and 5 show least square means of tem-
perature classes in four humidity groups for milk, fat,
and protein, respectively, for maximum daily tempera-
ture and minimum daily humidity. For milk, the yield
appears relatively constant until about 24°C and then
declines. The exact shape of the decline is difficult to
establish because of fluctuations. Some fluctuations
could be caused by use of heat-abatement equipment.
When such equipment is turned on, it may appear that
the heat stress is lower at higher temperatures, causing
the THI to appear not only nonlinear but also non-mon-
otonic.

For fat, the yield seems to decline with temperature
over the whole range of temperatures. In a study by
Maust et al. (10), response of fat yield to heat stress
was delayed. Decline of fat at lower THI in this study
could be an artifact of ignoring THI prior to the test
day, which could have been preceded by hotter days.

Yields were reduced by approximately the same
amount at 32°C with humidity <30% (Class 1) as at 26°C
with humidity >60% (Class 4). Another set of equivalent

Figure 3. Effect of humidity and temperature on milk production.

Journal of Dairy Science Vol. 83, No. 9, 2000

Figure 4. Effect of humidity and temperature on fat production.

points was 30°C with <30% humidity and 38°C with
>60% humidity (Class 4). These figures correspond
closely to values of the heat-humidity index as given
by Armstrong (1).

Table 5 shows the coefficient of determination and
mean square error from Models 2 and 3. For Model 2,
almost identical results (R2 and total mean square)
were obtained for maximum temperature and mini-
mum humidity and for average temperature and hu-
midity. Similar results were obtained with Model 3 with
the coefficient of determination slightly lower and total
mean square slightly higher. All coefficient of determi-
nation values are small, indicating that only a small
part of yield variation is explained by the weather
variables.

Figure 6 shows the least square means for test-day
milk production for the complete data set when using
maximum temperature and minimum humidity in the
THI and in the index resulting from solutions of Model
2 (new THI). Figure 7 is equivalent to Figure 6 except
for average temperature and humidity. The THI curve
with maximum temperature and minimum humidity

Figure 5. Effect of humidity and temperature on protein pro-
duction.

http://www.bom.gov.au/watl/about-weather-and-
climate/risk/risk-example-temperature.shtml
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Heat, humidity 

• THI: Temperature-Humidity Index
• Humidity increases the effect of heat
• THI = (9/5 temperature°C + 32) – (11/2 – 11/2 × humidity) × (9/5 

temperature°C – 26) 
• Ravagnolo and Misztal, 2000
• where to get data?

• closest weather station
• Satellite-based: NASA Power data
• (https://power.larc.nasa.gov/data-access-viewer/ )
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Bacterial & virus load

• e.g. Foot and Mouth disease 
(https://www.woah.org/en/disease/foot-and-mouth-disease/ )
• The significance of FMD is related to the ease with which the virus can spread 

through any or all of the following:
• infected animals newly introduced into a herd (carrying virus in their saliva, 

milk, semen, etc.);
• contaminated pens/buildings or contaminated animal transport vehicles;
• …
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Bacterial & virus load

• e.g. Methicillin resistant Staphylococcus aureus(MRSA)
• Contaminated barn air may lead to transmission from animals to humans 

without direct contact or between animal carriers and non-carriers.
• Air samples were collected using impingement and filtration methods in 

parallel. For impingement (n = 81) All-Glas-Impingers (AGI-30, Ace Glass Inc., 
Vineland, USA) filled with 30ml phosphate buffered saline (PBS) were used. …
• The second technique was air filtration using personal air sampler pumps
• Five hundred microlitres of the original collection fluid of the impinger were 

streaked onto a chromogenic MRSA screen agar. 

• OK this is way more difficult than THI !!

Occurrence of MRSA in air and housing environment of pig barns
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1. Introduction

Livestock associated (LA-) MRSA of the clonal complex
398 has been observed in pigs (Voss et al., 2005; Khanna
et al., 2008), cattle (Lee, 2003; Spohr et al., 2011), poultry
(Nemati et al., 2008; Pletinckx et al., 2011) and in humans
being in contact with these animal species (Cuny et al.,
2009a; Graveland et al., 2011; Spohr et al., 2011). It has also
been identified in horses (Tokateloff et al., 2009), dogs
(Floras et al., 2010) and in companion animals and rodents
on farms (van de Giessen et al., 2009).

In pigs, LA-MRSA has been found in all levels of the
production pyramid from nucleus herds (EFSA, 2009) to

pigs at slaughter (de Neeling et al., 2007; Tenhagen et al.,
2009). Herd size has been identified as a risk factor for
herds to be positive and the likely role of trade in the
transmission between herds has been pointed out (Battisti
et al., 2010; EFSA, 2010).

Within herds, direct contact between animals and
between animals and humans is a likely route of
transmission. Furthermore, the intensity of contact and
time spent in the barns have been identified as risk factors
for humans (Cuny et al., 2009a; Graveland et al., 2011).
However, more research on potential transmission path-
ways within and between herds is needed.

In animal husbandry it is known that, in addition to
nasal colonisation, MRSA occurs in the barn environment.
It could be regularly detected in dust (Springer et al., 2009;
Van Den Broek et al., 2009), swabs from the animals’
environment (Nathaus et al., 2010) or environmental
wipes (Broens et al., 2011b). MRSA has also been detected
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A B S T R A C T

A high prevalence of MRSA among farm animals, especially pigs, has been observed for
some time. However, knowledge on transmission routes of MRSA in livestock production
is still scarce. Therefore, the aim of this study was to determine the occurrence of MRSA in
pig house air as well as in samples from pigs and their housing environment in 27 MRSA
positive pig barns of different sizes and production types.

In 85.2% of all barns MRSA was detected in the animal house air. Impingement turned
out to be a more sensitive sampling technique than filtration. Other environmental
samples such as boot swabs or faeces showed prevalences of MRSA from 55.6% to 85.2% at
sample level. The level of MRSA was 88.3% for pooled and 82.1% for single nasal swabs, in
skin swabs the one was 87.7%, the others was 78.7%. Spa typing of isolates from air and
nasal swabs showed predominantly spa types t011 and t034. MRSA prevalences in pigs as
well as in various environmental samples were significantly higher in fattening farms than
in breeding farms. This study provides good reference that there could be an airborne
transmission of MRSA within pig herds indicating a potential contamination of the
environment of barns.
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Ticks

• “One of the main animal health problems in tropical and subtropical 
cattle production is the bovine tick, which causes decreased 
performance, hide devaluation, increased production costs with 
acaricide treatments and transmission of infectious diseases.”
• …One to three subsequent tick counts on one side of each animal 

were obtained from…

• We can count ticks in animals but we can’t count ticks on rangelands ! 

15
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Farm effect

• Some farms are better than others (cleaner, they give better food…)
• Some people tried to use the “average level of the farm” as an 

environmental covariate
• But of course, the farm average contains the “farm effect” and the 

sum of all animals’ effects
• This makes estimating the effect of “farm on animals” a bit 

complicated
• See Su et al J. Anim. Sci. 2006. 84:1651–1657 for a long and technical solution
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• So, we may have stresses that we can’t count or we can’t record

• (If we count stresses) how can we model stress for genetic selection?
• we see this now

• (If we don’t count stresses) can we “infer” that there was a stress?
• we see this later

17
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Models for stress

• Genes may act differently depending on the environment
• Alpha-Thalasemia gene gives you anemia but also resistance to Malaria
• Malaria-infested regions; good for you
• Non-malaria: bad for you

18
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This genotype 
increases with 
environment

This genotype 
decreases 

compared with 
the others

Falconer & MacKay, 4th edition
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Two lines 
decrease and 

the other 
increases?

Lynch and Walsh, 1998
20
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The function that relates the average phenotypic response of a genotype to a change
in the environment is called the reaction norm.

No GxE: change in
environment changes all
phenotypes equally

GxE
change in scale but not in
direction

GxE
Change of ranking

GxE
shift, change of scale and of
ranking

Lynch y Walsh (1998)
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Dorper is always worse than Red
Masai

There’s strong reranking

Textbook Animal Breeding and Genetics
https://wiki.groenkennisnet.nl/space/TAB/3735554/
Textbook+Animal+Breeding+and+Genetics
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•Genotypes with a very steep slope (positive or negative) are sensitive to changes in
environmental conditions.

•Those with slopes close to zero are very insensitive (or not sensitive at all if the
slope is zero).

Sensitive

Little sensitive

No sensitive
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Example

• Imagine that milk yield of sheep 1 and 2 is:
• 𝑦! = 5500 − 10𝑇𝐻𝐼
• 𝑦" = 5000 − 2𝑇𝐻𝐼

24
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Example

• Imagine that milk yield of sheep 1 and 2 is:
• 𝑦! = 5500 − 10𝑇𝐻𝐼
• 𝑦" = 5000 − 2𝑇𝐻𝐼

• You have a farm in Paris and another one in Cordoba – which one do 
you put at each farm?
• Paris: that day 14C, 72% humidity: THI 58 

• 𝑦! = 5500 − 10𝑇𝐻𝐼 = 5500 − 10 ∗ 58 = 4920
• 𝑦" = 5000 − 2𝑇𝐻𝐼 = 5000 − 2 ∗ 58 = 4884

• Cordoba: that day 30C, 90% humidity: THI 71
• 𝑦! = 5500 − 10𝑇𝐻𝐼 = 5500 − 10 ∗ 71 = 4790
• 𝑦" = 5000 − 2𝑇𝐻𝐼 = 5000 − 2 ∗ 71 = 4858
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The same holds at the genetic level

• The BV depends on the environment “t”
• 𝑢01023 = 𝑢42563786 + 𝑢53196𝑡 = 𝑢: + 𝑢;𝑡
• There is a baseline BV and a “slope” BV that scales the environment
• As a result, BV for the same animals will differ for different t…
• The amount of “reranking” moving from one “t” to another “t” will 

depend on the magnitud (variances) of 𝑢42563786, 𝑢81<= and their 
correlation 𝑟> 4,5

• 𝑉𝑎𝑟
𝑢:
𝑢; = 𝑮: =

𝜎@ :
A 𝑟> :,; 𝜎@ : 𝜎@ ;

𝑟> :,; 𝜎@ : 𝜎@ ; 𝜎@ ;
A
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• Also the correlation indicates the trade-off between “baseline” ability 
and “answer to the environment” ability
• An animal makes a choice between spending reserves for production 

(growth, milk yield) or keeping them “just in case”
• We expect animals that have high baseline to be sensitive to stress in 

the environment  
• This is shown by a negative correlation 𝑟> :,;

27

Breeding for heat tolerance 1817

heat tolerance, not only in the highly-selected Holstein 
population but also in the local breeds of small dairy ru-
minants for which the selection intensity is much lower 
than in the Holstein. This implies that even though these 
breeds are selected in their productive environment, in-
creasing deterioration of heat tolerance is expected as the 
production level increases.

Selection Criteria under Reaction Norm Models

Two selection criteria, the tolerance threshold (ani-
mals with higher thresholds would be desirable) and 
the slope of decay after the threshold, can be used under 
the BL models. Estimation of the genetic value for the 
tolerance threshold for each animal is not easy because 
of the difficulty in finding the breaking point given the 
relatively scarce and noisy information available for 
each animal (an animal would normally have 10 to 14 

Table 1. Estimated genetic correlations between production levels under comfort or cold loads and production level 
under heat stress using Broken line or Legendre polynomial reaction norms in different studies. Measures of heat 
load are in parentheses

 
Breed

 
Heat load

Milk yield Protein yield Fat yield
Parity 1 Parity 2 Parity 3 Parity 1 Parity 2 Parity 3 Parity 1 Parity 2 Parity 3

Comfort HS1 Correlation between comfort and heat stress from BL2 models
US Holstein3 (THImax)4 72 84 0.65 0.59 0.43 0.73 0.63 0.52 0.74 0.67 0.56
Italian Holstein5 (THImax) Milk/Fat/Protein 

4/72/71
84 0.75 0.75 0.64 0.89 0.69 0.52 0.86 0.63 0.73

Spanish Holstein6 (Tavg) Milk/Fat/Protein 
29/15/18

33 0.98 – – 0.66 – – 0.66 – –

Valle de Belice sheep7 (THImax) 23 30 0.90 0.89
Comfort or cold HS Correlation between comfort or cold and heat stress from LP2 models

German Holstein8 (THIavg)4 LP32 54 72 – – – 0.93 – – – – –

Spanish Holstein6 LP2/LP3 (Tavg)
10 33 0.89/0.86 – – 0.83/0.73 – – 0.85/0.75 – –
0 33 0.82/0.82 – – 0.74/0.41 – – 0.81/0.40 – –

Manchega sheep9(THIavg) LP3
15 29 0.70 0.77 0.58 0.73 0.62 0.72 0.46 0.74 0.80
6 29 0.37 0.26 0.25 0.42 0.56 0.36 0.43 0.46 0.35

Florida goats9(THIavg) LP3
15 30 0.80 0.82 0.71 0.85 0.72 0.71 0.76 0.73 0.71
6 30 -0.21 0.29 0.26 -0.10 -0.02 0.03 -0.40 0.18 0.09

1HS = Heat stress. 
2BL = Broken line; LP = Legendre polynomial; LP2/LP3 = Quadratic/Cubic LP.
3From Aguilar et al. (2009).
4Tavg = Daily average temperature; THIavg/THImax = Daily average/maximum temperature and humidity index.
5From Bernabucci et al. (2014)
6From Carabaño et al. (2014).
7From Finocchiaro et al. (2005).
8From Brügemann et al. (2011).
9From Carabaño et al. (2015).

Table 2. Review of estimated genetic correlations between intercept (general level of production) and slope of 
decay after the heat tolerance threshold from Broken Line reaction norms in different studies

 
Breed

Milk yield Protein yield Fat yield
Parity 1 Parity 2 Parity 3 Parity 1 Parity 2 Parity 3 Parity 1 Parity 2 Parity 3

US Holstein1 -0.46 -0.38 -0.47 -0.43 -0.36 -0.48 -0.39 -0.29 -0.30
Italian Holstein2 -0.51 -0.33 -0.36 -0.49 -0.53 -0.48 -0.31 -0.52 -0.56
Spanish Holstein3 -0.34 – – -0.31 – – -0.31 – –
Manchega sheep4 -0.45 -0.77 -0.77
Valle de Belice sheep5 -0.81 -0.83
Payoya goats6 -0.36 -0.37

1From Aguilar et al. (2009).
2From Bernabucci et al. (2014).
3From Carabaño et al. (2014).
4From Ramón, M. (CERSYRA-IRIAF, Valdepeñas, Spain, personal communication).
5From Finocchiaro et al. (2005).
6From Menéndez-Buxadera et al. (2012).

Downloaded from https://academic.oup.com/jas/article-abstract/95/4/1813/4702277
by guest
on 12 February 2018

Carabaño et al., 2017
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• and in fact, selection for high yielding animals, as 
a by-product, may select more sensitive animals

28

Carabaño et al.1818

milk records per lactation in the case of cattle, 4 to 5 in 
sheep, and 6 to 8 in goats and only 1 to 3 of those would 
be taken under HS in each lactation). Thus, the slope of 
decay would be the selection criteria for HT under this 
type of model. However, because of the antagonistic 
relationship between general level and slope found in 
nearly all populations studied, as shown in Table 2, se-
lection emphasis on heat tolerance is likely to lead to 
losses in the genetic progress for production. The use of 
polynomial models allow a greater flexibility (no need to 
specify or estimate the tolerance threshold) and provide 
the possibility of decomposing the variability in shapes 
of response to temperature in independent components 
by making use of the eigen-decomposition of the matrix 
of (co)variances among the random regression coeffi-
cients defining the reaction norm. On the other hand, HT 
characterization is not unique as in BL reaction norms 
and biological interpretation of regression coefficients 
and principal components (PC) obtained from them is 
not obvious. Fig. 3 shows the eigen-functions found by 
Carabaño et al. (2014) for Holstein data in first lactation 
under a cubic polynomial norm of reaction to increasing 
heat loads. The first PC gathers near 80% of the genetic 
variability in fat or protein yield observed and is mainly 
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Genetic evaluation using Norm Reaction 
model
• Assume 1 trait (e.g. growth) and 1 environmental covariate t
• We have one phenotype but two breeding values per animals
• the intercept: 𝑢# and the regressor: 𝑢!

• For a single individual:
• 𝑦$ = 𝑋$𝛽 + 𝑏𝑡 + 𝑢# $ + 𝑢! $ 𝑡 + 𝑒$

• 𝑉𝑎𝑟
𝒖:
𝒖; = 𝑯⨂𝑮: , 𝑉𝑎𝑟 𝒆 = 𝑰𝜎6A

fixed 
regression on 
the covariate

regression on 
the covariate

We will see how to fit this 
model during the exercise
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Genetic evaluation using Norm Reaction 
model
• This the “norm reaction”:

• 𝑦! = 𝑋!𝛽 + 𝑏𝑡 + 𝑢" ! + 𝑢# ! 𝑡 + 𝑒!
• In the Animal Breeding literature, models where we put a regression on a covariate and we 

assume the regressor (𝑢! # in this case) to be heritable and different for each animal, with a 
normal distribution (𝑉𝑎𝑟

𝒖$
𝒖! = 𝑯⨂𝑮$) are called “random regression models” (i.e. the 

regression coefficients are random effects)
• Two free set of notes in the topic:

• RANDOM REGRESSION IN ANIMAL BREEDING Course Notes Julius van der Werf: 
https://jvanderw.une.edu.au/CFcoursenotes.pdf

• Animal Models L. R. Schaeffer : https://animalbiosciences.uoguelph.ca/~lrs/BOOKS/AMTAP.pdf

regression on 
the covariate
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Genetic evaluation using Norm Reaction 
model
• Digression on notation

• people fitting RR models can be very complicated e.g.
• 𝑦! = 𝑋!𝛽 + 𝑏𝑡 + 𝑢" ! + 𝑢# ! 𝑡 + 𝑢$ ! 𝑡$ + 𝑝" ! + 𝑝# ! 𝑡 + 𝑝$ ! 𝑡$ +𝑒!
• 0 : regression on 𝑡" (intercept)
• 1: regression on 𝑡# (linear)
• 2: regression on 𝑡$ (quadratic)
• there are also regressions on things like exp(𝑡), 𝑡%/$…
• 𝑝" etc: regressors that depend on the permanent environment
• also they like using “Legendre polynomials” which are basically centered and scaled 𝑡
• they may fit different 𝑉𝑎𝑟(𝑒) depending on levels of 𝑡…

• it all sounds very mystical but after seeing a few examples it’s simpler than it looks 
(although preparing the data set & parameter file can be quite painful)
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How do we use results from this model

• First, to understand what’s going on
• If selection for trait (say yield) is based mostly on the intercept 

[because most animals had t=0], it will generate a correlated selection 
response on the “trait” “slope to environmental covariate”:
• ∆𝐺$789:;9<8 = ∆𝐺# (say liters)
• ∆𝐺=>?<9 = ∆𝐺! = ∆𝐺#𝑟@ #,!

B!(#)
B!(%)

(say liters/Celsius degree) 

• If we change to a more unfavorable environment (climate change, 
introduction to another country) the actual phenotypic gain will be 
less than expected 
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How do we use results from this model

• For instance (the numbers are invented)
• assume that we increase milk yield by ∆𝐺 = 100 liters in 20 years
• correlated response in “slopes” is

• ∆𝐺53196 = ∆𝐺𝑟> :,;
J!(#)
J!(%)

= 100 ∗ −0.5 A
A:
= −2

• now we move to a country with +10 C 
• ∆ in yield: ∆𝐺: + ∆𝐺; ∗ 10 = 100 + −2 ∗ 10 = 80
• we have lost 4 years of genetic improvement L and our animals are 

more sensitive
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How do we use results from this model

• Another point of view is to think in genetic correlation across 
environments
• For instance we improve in a “good” environment (G) with no 

bacteria or virus (t=0) and we move those animals to a “bad” 
environment (B) (t=1)
• This could be state or company farms vs. commercial farms
• The genetic progress in “B” is ∆𝐺K = ∆𝐺L𝑟>

J&
J'

• low 𝑟> : low genetic progress
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How do we use results from this model

• For this simple case, remember 
𝑢 = 𝑢: + 𝑢;𝑡; 

𝑢L = 𝑢: + 𝑢; ∗ 0; 
𝑢K = 𝑢: + 𝑢; ∗ 1

𝑟>(L,K) =
O1P @&,@'

Q2< @& Q2< @'
=

J((#)
) R<!J( # J( %

J( #
) J( #

) RA<!J( # J( % RJ((%)
)
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variance of the 
intercept

variance of the 
slopecorrelation of 

both

BV is function 
of t BV in “good”: 

t=0
BV in “bad”: 

t=1
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How do we use results from this model

• For a silly simulated example (𝜎@(:)A = 𝜎@ ;
A = 300)

• the negative correlation of “intercept” with  “sensitivity” to stress 
leads to inefficient selection
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How do we use results from this model

• it would be more efficient either 
• to select on “bad” environment 
• or to select for resilience

• can we directly select for resilience using these models?
• Yes if:
• we can measure stress
• there’s no much loss on general ability (intercept) as to loose money!

• How can we do that
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Example
• Numbers here are completely invented !!

• We have two pairs mother-offspring in Paris (3 records) and in Cordoba (1 record)

𝑦 = 𝑋𝑏 + 𝑍𝑢 + 𝑒
• Assume that we fit a “fixed” effect for Paris and another for Cordoba. Matrices 𝑍 now include a value of 1 

for the animal intercept 𝑢" and a covariate for the temperature
𝑦!
𝑦"
𝑦#
𝑦$

=

1 0
1 0
1 0
0 1

𝑏%&'()
𝑏*+',+-&

+
58
60
71
91

𝑏. +

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

𝑢/ !
𝑢/ "
𝑢/ #
𝑢/ $

+

58 0 0 0
0 60 0 0
0 0 71 0
0 0 0 91

𝑢! !
𝑢! "
𝑢! #
𝑢! $

+

𝑒!
𝑒"
𝑒#
𝑒$
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Records

Paris/Cordoba 
effect

fixed effect of 
temperature 
(same for all 

animals)

temperature animal 
effect 

(intercept) animal effect 
(regression on 
temperature)

temperature
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Example

• We want to estimate 11 effects out of 4 records, but we have relationships 
and genetic variances and covariances:

𝑉𝑎𝑟
𝒖.
𝒖/ = 𝑨⨂𝑮. =

1 0 0.5 0
0 1 0 0.5
0.5 0 1 0
0 0.5 0 1

⨂ 30 −1
−1 3

• animals 1,3: family A; animals 2, 4: family B

• 𝑉𝑎𝑟 𝑒 = 2

• 𝒚 = 3000; 2500; 1500; 2000
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• Final MME are:

Example

41

D𝑏'()!*
D𝑏+,)-,.(

D𝑏/
E𝑢" #
E𝑢" $
E𝑢" %
E𝑢" 0
E𝑢# #
E𝑢# $
E𝑢# %
E𝑢# 0

=
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Example

• with solutions:
9448.42  12428.2  -113.38  -0.36  0.41  -0.25  0.2  2.21  -2.43  1.44  -1.22

42

The two first solutions 
are “Paris” and 

“Cordoba” means, had 
the temperature be 0;

the 3rd solution is the 
effect of temperature in 
yield, for all animals 

the 4 to 7 solutions are the 
breeding values of the 
animals, at 0 temperature

the 8 to 11 are the 
breeding values of 
“regression on 
temperature”
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Example

• with solutions:
9448.42  12428.2  -113.38  -0.36  0.41  -0.25  0.2  2.21  -2.43  1.44  -1.22
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the 4 to 7 solutions are the 
breeding values of the 
animals, at 0 temperature

the 8 to 11 are the 
breeding values of 
“regression on 
temperature”

• What two animals would you choose for selection for climate change?
• How much are they going to yield?
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Output of Norm Reaction models

• we have a collection of breeding values for intercept (overall yield 
level) and slope (e.g. times stress t) e.g. :𝑢: , :𝑢;
• assign weights c to :𝑢: , :𝑢; to create an Index 𝐼 = 𝑐::𝑢: + 𝑐;:𝑢;
• select animals according to 𝐼
• which weights to assign? this is a good question J
• if you select in “good” conditions for performance in “bad” 

conditions, then assign weights to perform optimally in “bad” 
conditions
• in mixed cases, I don’t have a clear answer
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